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From the FCC President:
Hello fellow photogs,
Well October is just about over and November is rapidly approaching. I was reminded of this
because our editor knows that I’m a procrastinator and needs to send a gentle reminder that my
president’s column is due. Hope everyone has gotten out to experience the beauty of fall foliage
before, and I can hear it: All the leaves are brown (All the leaves are brown) And the sky is grey
(And the sky is grey) I've been for a walk (I've been for a walk) On a winter's day (On a winter's
day)
Credit The Mamas and the Papas from California Dreamin’
There’s still might be a little time left to capture the foliage in pictures; and there still might be a
little time left for us to get together before donning the parkas. We hope to announce an outdoor
club get together soon on a day that will be reasonably warm enough. It’ll be great to be able to
abandon the virtual world so that all the club members can see, talk, laugh, and at least fist
bump in the real world. It will also be nice to reconnect with the members who were not able to
meet virtually. Our plan is it to be purely for fun, talk about technical stuff as little or as much as
desired
Before you know it November will come to an end, December will be upon us us, Jack Frost will
be nipping at our toes, and Joe Editor will be sending a gentle reminder for the December
newsletter – I NEED YOUR COLUMN!
Continued on next page...

www.flushingcameraclub.org
All rights reserved.

We are a 501C3 Organization
Sponsor PSA youth showcase.

Meetings: 7:00 pm, 1st, 3rd, 5th
Wednesdays USUALLY AT
Flushing Hospital, conference room
on 5th Fl., 45 Ave & Burling St.,
Flushing. Park on street or in lot
across the street on Burling St..
FREE but Parking ticket must be
validated at the Camera Club.

Call to confirm.
ALL MEETINGS CURRENTLY
VIA ZOOM.
Dues: $40.00 for individuals

$60.00 per family;$20.00 for students

3rd—Competiton Judge: Dick Hunt
17th –Program: Black And White
Photography By Cole Thompson (Video)

1st—Competition - Judge: TBA
15th–Program: Adventure Photography
(Behind The Scenes) Scott Dere
29th -NO MEETING

up to 23 yrs.old.

The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with thirdparties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites.
Copyright © 2021-22 Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved. Any unauthorized use of images contained in this newsletter is strictly prohibited.
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Continued from President’s column:

We all need to be so thankful that Joe Crupi (editor) is not a procrastinator and able to create a fresh
and interesting newsletter every month, and I send my thanks to all the club members for being part of
this club which has given me so much joy. Joe Macaluso
Well as I was preparing this newsletter I read the president’s column and must start off by
saying thank you TO Joe.
I guess in this season of gratefulness we are all more in tune with things to be thankful for.
So let us all strive a little harder to do something for those less fortunate. Make it a season
of joy for all.
OK so in this issue we have Tim Grey explaining how to capture moon images below. Then on
Page 3 has a story by Tony Coppeta followed by memories of 2 years ago this week. Page 4
has our comp standings and a report on Joe Pelicone’s presentation. Images of the month
are on page 5. Page 6 has tips on Holiday Photography. Lastly as usual is another tip from
our Russ Burden. Happy Thanksgiving everyone
“photoJoe” Crupi

Photographing the Moon:
When planning a photo that includes the moon you'll often want to prioritize the position of the moon
relative to a foreground subject. Secondary considerations that may cause you to alter your plan
would include the impact of weather conditions, the convenience of timing, and of course possibly
having more than one option in case things don't go entirely to plan.
I use (and highly recommend) the PhotoPills app for iOS and Android mobile devices for planning
various aspects of photography, including planning photos that include the sun or moon.
Let's assume, for example, you want to plan a photo that will include the full moon in the frame. You
could photograph the full moon around moonrise or moonset, but each will provide different
conditions.
For example, when the full moon is rising in the east and setting in the west, there's a good chance that one or the other will provide a
better foreground subject to include with the full moon. Having said that, it is also possible that you could find different subjects to
photograph with the full moon for both moonrise and moonset
In addition, weather can play a key role in the success of this type of photography. So, if moonrise and moonset are both a good option, I'd
tend to try to photograph at both times just in case the weather doesn't cooperate for one (or both) of those opportunities.
Finally, you may want to consider convenience. If the days are very long, such as in the winter at northern latitudes, the moonrise might be
very late, and the moonset might be very early. That may create a challenge in terms of timing, especially if you'd like to get some sleep as
well .
So, in general I recommend trying to plan for more than one potential opportunity. If the conditions seem nearly perfect for all options,
then I'd favor the timing that is closest to the true full moon. But after weighing the various options, when in doubt I try to take advantage
of more than one option in the hopes of getting the best combination of conditions to create a great photo.

Sent by tim@timgrey.com

FCC wishes our members a most happy and healthy Birthday to all
those born this month.
Strangely we have no member listed for a birthday in November.
If we do not have the month of your birth email it to Joecxlt@aol.com
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Took a walk on the LIE service road in my neighborhood. On
Parsons Blvd and service road, this corner house planted a garden
on the sidewalk! I don't like to go on the property, so this was
great!
Beautiful clouds in the sky. So all I had to do is find and compose
these three beautiful Sunflowers. But to get the the sky as the
background was the challenge. I stepped back and bent down just
to capture this image.It was tough on my knees , but worth it.
My story for today,
Tony Coppeta

Memories: Two years ago—October 30th 2019

It is always fun to look back at some of our old experiences. Many of
you may recall this work shop on portrait photography conducted by
Frank Rocco. Some images of the volunteer models are pictured here.
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Judge:
Vinny Kempf

A Group

#Images

Bill McLernon
Gary Hu
Elliot Friedman
Frederick Mark
Sharon Jackson
Yinping Zong
David Aliono
Edward Xu
Joe Macaluso

Black & White
Tony Siciliano
Bob Green
Bill McLernon
Elliot Friedman
Bob Green
Joe Macaluso
Roy Woelfel
Ann Hickey
Bernie Gellman
Tony Coppeta
Edward Xu
Martin Fleischer
Louise Destefano
Ann Hickey

score

4
3
4
4
4
2
2
2
4

#Images

7
7
6.5
6.5
6
5
3
3
2.5

score

2
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
1

4.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3
3
2
2
2
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Salon Group

#Images

Louise DeStefano
Andrew Silver
Bob Green
Sheree Lin
Bernard Huang
Roy Woelfel
Bernie Gellman
Tony Siciliano
Tony Coppeta
Ann Hickey
Martin Fleischer

Creative
Ann Hickey
Bob Green
Tony Siciliano
Bill McLernon
Elliot Friedman
Tony Coppeta
Marty Fleischer
Edward Xu
Louise Destefano
Bernie Gellman

score

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
#Images

10
9.5
8.5
8
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
6.5
6
1
score

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

5.5
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
3
1.5
1
1

Our Judge Vinny Kempf graciously declined his stipend in memory of his
deceased sister and former President of FCC, Joan Egan. The club will
be making a donation of $50 in Joan’s name to Meals on Wheels on
behalf of Vinny.

On Wednesday, October 20, Joe Pelicone presented "Car Photography" to our club.
The presentation was fantastic! Joe took the club through all the steps necessary for the shoot from finding local car shows,
the kind of images to capture, how to process them in LR and PS, and finally how to design custom license plates to accent
the final product.
Where to find unique vehicles—Local Car shows: Tuesday nights at Audrey Avenue in Oyster Bay, Thursday afternoon/evening
at The Milleridge Inn in Jericho,Friday nights at Bellmore Train Station, Sunday 6 AM at the OBI.
Kinds of Images To Capture: Cars from many different angles ,Details of cars including headlights, hood ornaments, interior
dashboard, insignias, engine parts, etc. Rusted-out jalopies with texture and peeling paint. People, pets, couples, kids, proud
car owners with their vehicle. And motorcycles
Joe even included the Lightroom and Photoshop settings he uses and demonstrated many of them.
Members were interested in the different license plates Joe creates to affix to his car images and Joe demonstrated how that
is done. Then Joe ended by entertaining us with a slide show of his car images which included songs related to cars.
In all 20 some viewers enjoyed the presentation including several from South East Queens CC.
For those members who were unable to attend you can watch a recording of the presentation .
Tony Siciliano
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/MVecC7cUbOnlGjI5b8ewJG-DV9nExr8s020enEBJmRkGPuG6FY4ulVIY9NInfy6U.sgSgaOFH-tgd2gx
Access Passcode: =#8u@ir=
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A Group

Hummingbird

Gary Hu

Salon Group

BW You Just Won a Free Covid Shot

Lilly

Louise DeStefano

Bob Green
Creative

Give It a Twirl

Ann Hickey
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TIPS To PHOTOGRAPH THE HOLIDAYS By Elaine Elliott (Legacy Box)
Holiday season is just around the corner! That means it’s time to photograph cute Halloween
costumes, Thanksgiving spreads, family outings, decorated Christmas trees, New Years Eve
festivities, and more. Before you get too carried away with all the fun, make sure you’re prepared to
make the most out of your photo snapping endeavors with these useful tips.

BRING OUT THE GOOD CAMERA
And by camera we mean a DSLR, film, or mirrorless, not a smartphone. Smartphones have pretty
great cameras nowadays for most of life’s moments, but the holidays are extra special. And a nicer
camera will capture a better quality image that can be appreciated generation after generation.

THINK SQUARE
If your family members are on Instagram, consider focusing your subjects inside a square frame
when shooting. This can be difficult for big family gatherings, so consider having people sit behind
others rather than in a long single line. This way everyone can share the images easier on social
media.

FOCUS ON CANDIDS
Everyone loves a good candid photo. Between posed shots, take additional photos without telling
your family members. Those precious moments during trick-or-treating or gift opening are so much
cuter when the child or family member isn’t looking directly into the camera.

GIVE INCENTIVES
If the kids in the family avoid photos or get nervous in the spotlight, then consider providing
incentives such as, “we can go get ice cream after the holiday photo shoot is finished.” This way
everyone will be a little more enthusiastic during the session. Another tip for photographing kidsmake sure they are full and well rested to avoid any tantrums

GO OUTSIDE
Indoor lighting can be tricky to master, especially if you’re not an expert photographer. Natural
outdoor lighting always works in your favor, especially if it’s early morning, dusk, or cloudy. Take
advantage of these prime lighting opportunities outside to take family group photos.

GET LEVEL WITH YOUR SUBJECT
If you’re photographing kids, remember to crouch down and get eye level. This results in a more
flattering and personal photo. If you’re shorter than most of your family members, then consider
taking images from a stool or step ladder. It may seem silly but it’ll make a big difference. Plus,
everyone will be amused by the effort, which means you can snap more candid laughs!

…and one for my fellow Canon camera users. A man walks into a photography
shop and asks for a lens cap for a Nikon. The chap behind the counter says
“seems like a fair swap to me”.
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Take The Horizon Off Center
Horizon placement can determine the success of a photograph. A poorly placed one or one that isn’t level detracts from its
impact. To make sure you capture the image with a straight horizon, use the horizon level feature in the menu - read your
manual to see if your camera has one. My camera also has on demand grid lines so I can line up the horizon with one of the
horizontal lines of the grid. If your body has neither, use a bubble level that fits into the hot shoe of the camera. Some
tripods have bubble levels built in. Where the horizon is positioned should be determined by a number of factors. Let’s
examine them.
EMPHASIZE FOREGROUND: When I photograph the landscape, my eye constantly
looks for ways to make a foreground, middle ground and background come
together. More often than not, this means including as little sky as possible if it
lacks interest. The reason is I want the elements of the land to be the dominant
features. By excluding the sky, the horizon naturally falls off center. If the sky
does have interest, dramatic clouds, or intense color, I include it.

EMPHASIZE SKY: If the sky is on fire, if the clouds are interesting, if what’s going
on above the horizon is more intriguing than what’s below, place an emphasis
on the sky. As a matter of fact, if the sky conditions are electric, make a
skyscape. Clouds that display storm light, are big and ominous, threaten
inclement weather, light the sky in prismatic color, or go intense at sunrise or
sunset, show off these conditions. I like to use my two thirds/one third ratio
when this occurs. I devote 2/3 of the composition to the sky and 1/3 to the
topography.

REFLECTIONS: You’ve probably heard the compositional rule that an image with a centrally placed horizon is a mistake. As
it’s true in many circumstances, I have to disagree when it comes to reflections. By definition, a reflection creates a mirror
image which results in a 50/50 split - fifty percent of the actual formation and fifty percent of it reflected. This creates a
logical line of division where the horizon needs to be dead center. Although there are guidelines, there are also times at
which they can be fudged.
LET THE CONDITIONS DICTATE: Depending on what’s happening with the atmospherics, create your composition
accordingly. Apply what I have above to your future outings, but also let your gut dictate the final composition. Be sure to
exhaust all possibilities by composing every scene both ways - one where the sky is given priority and one where it’s
devoted to the land. You can always choose later IF you cover all bases in the field.
To learn more about this subject, join me on a photo safari to Tanzania. Visit www.russburdenphotography.com for more
information.

Enjoy Thanksgiving Everyone
Stay Focused!

